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Gogglebox Quiz 2

1. Which member of the Gogglebox cast is a former chess champion?

2. Regarding the Full Monty who said, 'Its quite a simple routine, we could do that’?

3. Who was Scarlett referring to when she said, 'This is the only interesting thing I've ever heard about
him’?

4. Who would 'Never dress up in drag for anything’?

5. What are the two sisters from Leeds called?

6. Who on the show is a Microbiologist?

7. Who said 'Cressida Bonas? Is that a real name?’?

8. Which Goggleboxer once won an Office Bake Off, walking it in his opinion?

9. Who said, 'How long would it take to fly to the moon? 'Eight years, I reckon’?

10. When there are no cups in the house, who likes drinking out of pot noodle cups?

11. Which programme was Ralf talking about when he said 'My strawberries in the fridge have more
brains’?

12. What TV show was the inspiration for Gogglebox?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Bill
2. Stephen
3. Gary Barlow
4. Leon
5. Ellie and Izzy
6. Umar Siddiqui

7. Rev Kate
8. Dave
9. Ellie
10. Sandra
11. Educating Joey Essex
12. The Royle Family
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